


 Go  almost anywhere
 ,  on Earth and you’ll

   hear the tap-tap-tap of
 woodpeckers pecking

. , wood Worldwide there
  are 183 woodpecker

,    species with 22 of them
   making their homes in

 . North America Now
    !that’s a lot of tapping

    So what’s all the tapping
   about? The birds are

   chipping away at wood
  ,  to uncover food carve out

 ,   nest holes or send noisy
   .messages to each other

 Tricky Tongue
    A woodpecker’s tongue is attached

   .  ,deep inside the skull From there
      it curls around the skull and into

 .  the mouth Woodpecker tongues
    . are covered with sticky saliva Like

  ,    a tiny rake some are barbed at
 .    the tip Between the stickiness and
 ,    the barbs the tongues usually get
 !the insects

   Stick Out Your Tongue!
      Most woodpeckers can stick out their tongues
       .more than twice the length of their bills
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   . You can think of a woodpecker as a hammer and  chisel with wings
 (PIE-lee-ay-tid)  “ ” This  pileated woodpecker uses its special tools to

. dig a cozy nest hole in a dead tree Now that the nest is filled with
,  hungry chicks it’s time to dig into some more wood and snag the

“ ”  .kids a few tasty insects

 :Hang-On Feet  Most
 woodpeckers have

two toes in front and
 —two in back perfect

.for gripping tree trunks

 Tree-Prop Tail:
 Stiff tail feathers

push against a tree
. trunk They work

, as a brace as the
bird hops up the
side of a tree or
pounds away with

.its bill

:Hammer Head
 Every time a

woodpecker pecks
, at wood its head

. takes a jolt A thick
 and spongy skull

.cushions the blow

:Chisel Bill  ,Big
, sharp and super
, tough this bird’s

bill cuts through
wood as well as a

 .carpenter’s chisel
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